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BE Y O N D

BALANCE
How to Cultivate Work-Life Synergy in the Law
By Lori Herz and Arnie Herz

Work-life balance is a hot topic of conversation in the legal profession today. Engaging the
head and the heart, it’s a button-pushing, highly-charged issue that brings people off the
sidelines to debate the business and practice of law.
But, as this Guide will show, the resources and energy invested in these deliberations are
largely misspent because there’s no common understanding of what work-life balance is or
how it can translate from an interesting and engaging theory into real-world, real-time action points.
This Guide will help lawyers navigate the confusion surrounding the concept of work-life
balance.
After viewing the issue in larger context, you’ll be introduced to a new way of thinking
about work-life balance—a model called Work-Life Synergy.
This practical, user-friendly approach considers work and life as inseparable, interconnected
and compatible parts of an energized whole. Its focal points are you, your energy state and
your interests and needs.
Armed with this commonsense take on your life in and outside of the law, you’ll be able to
cultivate the work-life synergy that supports and serves you best today and as you evolve
over time.
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The Work-Life Balance Debate
The heated dialogue about work-life balance in the law shows that this is an important and
timely, but very confounding, subject.
On one side, people ask: “Why all the fuss about work-life balance?”

“If you can’t stand the
fire, get out of the law
and find another
profession.”

They argue that sacrificing the personal to the professional is part and parcel of practicing law.
The law is a hard and all-consuming enterprise. There’s just no way around it. You can talk all
you want about balance, but in the end, it’s just an academic exercise and big waste of time.
As long as law firms stick with a business model forged on the billable hour and reward
lawyers for working long, grueling hours, balance will be a red herring. In other words, this
camp declares, if you can’t stand the fire, get out of the law and find another profession.
The solid truths in this line of argument make it very tempting to dismiss the idea of lawyer
work-life balance outright as complete bunk.
Then again, as many others point out, it’s not so easy to ignore the unmistakable signs that
something is way off about life in the law as we know it.
Just like the natural environment around us, lawyers are suffering from energy drain and
depletion. They’re losing vital life force.
Recent studies and statistics showing elevated levels of lawyer depression, ill-health, and
stress aside, all you have to do is listen closely in a gathering of practitioners to know that a
lot of them are:
•
•
•

Dissatisfied
Disengaged
Defecting…in droves

They might not be able to pinpoint or articulate what’s going on for them, but these lawyers know that their work-life connection is definitely out of sync.
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Staking their claim in the work-life balance debate, law firms focus on the economics of the
lawyer depletion, discontent and attrition that confronts them.

“...there’s teeter
and totter. There’s
give and take.”

They see that they’re losing good workers (and potential leaders) who they spent time and
money to train. At the same time, they’re losing clients who either follow fleeing advisors or
switch firms because depleted lawyers make poor service providers.
Turning to HR teams and work-life strategists, firms have come up with an array of initiatives aimed at helping lawyers find more balance in their lives. These efforts include:
•
•
•
•
•

Flex-time options
Affinity groups
Mentoring
Coaching
Leadership programs

Although these organizational efforts are offered with good intent and are sometimes constructive, they fall short. They relieve some of the symptoms of lawyer malaise, but leave the
underlying cause undiagnosed and untreated.

What’s Wrong With the Concept of Work-Life Balance?
To get to the heart of the work-life balance conundrum, we need to focus in on the part of
the concept that seems to throw and polarize people the most—balance.
What images and terms come to mind when you think of balance?
•
•
•
•
•

A see-saw
Equilibrium
A balance beam
Parity
A bank account ledger

With all of these representations, there’s teeter and totter. There’s give and take. There’s a
withdrawal here and a deposit there in the hope that, over time, it will even out.
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This life of ledger is a tough standard to bear. Can we ever achieve a perfect or near-perfect
equilibrium between time on the job and time devoted to family, friends, faith, hobbies or
other personal interests?
It’s likely that we can’t.
But even if we can, is better time allotment and management all this is about?
Isn’t there much more to this issue?

What Are We Really Looking For in the Name Of Work-Life Balance?
If you ask lawyers (whether male or female, seasoned or newly-minted) to describe their
work-life issues, you’ll get many different responses, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

I love my work, but I don’t have time for personal pursuits
I don’t like my work and have no time for personal pursuits
My work life is dull and boring compared to my personal life
My work and personal lives are both unfulfilling
The people I deal with at work are draining
My work tasks are unchallenging and depleting

At first glance, these complaints seem quite distinct.
But, on closer inspection, we can see that they’re all expressions of discontent with how
practitioners are engaging and handling the lawyer experience and its three component
parts:
1. Time
2. Relationships
3. Tasks
We feel distressed when any of these three components is deficient and depleting us. And
if more than one of the triad is impaired (as is usually the case), our distress and discontent
only increases.
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Lawyers feeling the fallout from this impairment often wonder: “What is the purpose of
this? I want to experience more meaning in life. How do I find my way to happiness?”
They’re not alone in their sentiments and quest for answers. In fact, their desire for a more
meaningful work-life experience reflects a larger social-cultural trend.
In his book A Whole New Mind, Daniel Pink contends that we’ve entered a new era called
the Conceptual Age.
A hallmark of this time is that more and more people put a premium on finding meaning in
their professional and personal pursuits. They want their lives at, and away from, work to
honor and nurture their values, interests, skills and passions.
Consequently, the legal profession is seeing the rise of dual-centric workers: practitioners
who are equally focused on career and personal pursuits.
Reconsidering their priorities, these lawyers seek work that’s self-affirming, socially responsible and financially rewarding.
Eschewing the pay more, bleed more philosophy, they refuse to toil at firms year after year
in exchange for big money alone. Burn out— or its approach—sends them running to trade
high pay for jobs promising greater meaning, camaraderie and sense of purpose.
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Synergy: A Potent Work-Life Connector
In light of our desire to infuse more meaning into the lawyer life, what if we replaced the
word balance in the phrase work-life balance with a different word and concept—synergy?
The American Heritage Dictionary defines synergy as the interaction of two or more agents
or forces so that their combined effect is greater than the sum of their individual effects.
This definition gives rise to a powerful new construct: work-life synergy.
Seen through this lens, work and life aren’t separate and competing forces. They intertwine
so that there’s no duality that compels statements like “live to work” or “work to live.”
The synergy comes from joining our work and off-work time with a common thread of meaning.
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Cultivating Work-Life Synergy
Having shifted from an exclusive focus on balancing work and life, we need to learn how to
cultivate work-life synergy.
What are the concrete steps we can take to encourage this kind of fusion in our lives as
lawyers?
As already noted, synergy is about infusing our lives with meaning. However, meaning (and,
therefore, synergy) doesn’t come in a one-size-fits-all version. It’s a very subjective thing.
We create our own universe of meaning. We define it in our own terms as it applies to the
different facets of our lives.

“Meaningful work is
work that, more often
than not, fills us
instead of depleting us.”

Although it may take a healthy dose of self-inquiry and candor, we can gain insight into
what’s meaningful to us by investigating how our work as lawyers typically impacts our
energy state.
To do this detective work, we need to examine how our daily professional doings—including
the people and issues we engage and the interactions we have—augment or deplete our
energy. Do they make us feel upbeat, positive and excited or bring us stress, anger, resentment or even physical illness?
When we gather these clues and gauge our work by this energetic yardstick— called the
XE [energy exchange] Factor—we close in on a better understanding of what generates or
destroys meaning for us.
Meaningful work is work that, more often than not, fills us instead of depleting us. It’s energizing and uplifting and gives us a sense of wellbeing and contentment. It’s work that we
truly enjoy— and maybe even love—doing most of the time. That we’re paid to do it is just
icing on the cake.
If our internal investigation reveals that our work in the law consistently saps our energy
and makes us feel lousy, there’s strong evidence that we need to reassess what we’re doing,
how we’re doing it or who we’re doing it for or with.
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The XE Work-Life Synergy Skill Set
With this energy-meaning connection in mind, we see that we can experience work-life
synergy when we manage our time effectively, form mutually energizing relationships and
perform tasks that we’re passionate about.
This time-relationship-task trilogy anchors a skill set we can learn to further hone our personal brand of work-life synergy. It’s a skill set made up of three core principles and corresponding mindsets:
1. Time Must Be Managed Effectively
We are constantly inundated with people, tasks and information that demand our attention. Much of what we give our attention and energy to makes little difference in our lives.
Mindset: I know where to put my attention and who is essential to my success and why. I
arrange my priorities and goals accordingly.
2. Relationships Must Be Mutually Energizing
We want to be with others who energize us. But, too often, we find ourselves in depleting interactions. People are apt to listen, follow, cooperate and support those who
energize them.
Mindset: I seek to be a master of relationships, adept at managing this exchange of
energy with others.
3. Tasks Must Be Meaningful
Much of what we do task-wise is uninspiring and depleting. People who are passionate
about their work responsibilities are more effective and happier.
Mindset: I know what work motivates me and why. I align my work with my passions.
Although learning this skill set and using it to create lasting and true work-life synergy takes
time and energy, the rewards of our efforts are enormous.
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Lawyer Experience Management
The beauty of work-life synergy is that it starts and ends with us. We captain this ship. We
each have the absolute power, ability and right to define what is meaningful and energizing
for us and to bring that to fruition in our lives as lawyers and beyond.
Our role in investigating, charting and navigating our course to work-life synergy is a key
aspect of Lawyer Experience Management.
When we hone our skill set and cultivate this synergy in our lives, we maximize our experience and effectiveness as legal service providers.
We also send the important message that we won’t tolerate professional and workplace
environments that fail to support our intention to find and sustain meaning in our everyday
pursuits.
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